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The play hour is not so much an analytic study of the individual child as a study of his reactions in a socialized group. He is no longer a single unit but part of a small community; and although he is expressing himself in a world of play, he is living life to the fullest then, and his whole experiential background will have the tinge of playboy carried on through life and colored by his first years of social mixing and self-expression.
The playing we have done has for the most part been spontaneous, and done according to the earnest needs or wishes of the group. Sometimes, however, I have led them and tried to cultivate their interests, for example dancing to the music box. Our first effort was to put to music a short story or idea. This dancing was interpretative or pantomimic. The children were markedly unself-conscious and did not hesitate to sway in rhythm to the music, although their knowledge of the steps was limited. I did not try to teach them any steps since that would introduce a conscious element that I felt should be lacking in this type of dance.
Pierre was fondest of this dance and often asked for it, while Spencer who is older and feels such dancing makes him a sissy, on several occasions declined to participate, or else would drop out for certain parts of it. I never insisted that he do it when he felt that he did not want to. On the other hand, I tried very urgently to have David, age 5, join in, since his negativism is built on lack of confidence, rather than an emotional dislike of appearing overly childish. The socialization motif may be predominant in managing such a group, but every reaction on the part of the child is a personal, selfish one, and must be handled separately.
Besides But not so these youngsters. Patsy does a crude patter of her feet that is rhythmic in the simplest sense, but Pierre and Francis are in such a hurry to do something that will show they are trying at least, that they lose the very relaxation the music is to give them. They almost contort. Pierre especially goes through these acute gyrations that are more like a Robot than a boy. Felicity has the grace and lightness of a dancer, and her dancing classes have given her the background to slip readily into the simple steps I give the group. But close observation shows that, as with so many of us, when she dances, she dances not to music but for dancing's sake, and if she is ahead of the beat, so much the better because it shows enthusiasm and success in mastering the step. With Priscilla on the other hand, I have difficulty in having her take the first step. She hangs back, hesitates, and I believe is not sure of herself because she cannot see far enough, and with a natural slowness is always getting bumped by Pierre or Felicity.
As a whole it seems to me that the more gifted these children are, the greater the number of factors that enter into their reacting to music. Charlie will say of a sad or slowly beautiful melody, "Aw, take it off. That's too slow." Pierre will prance around in double quick time regardless of the beat of time, and Francis will come tumbling after. These children who are half way between a trained consciousness of what music means and says, and the primitive who has the basic conception of music, are not the music lovers popularly held to be found in childhood.
We did some work in clay and I only wish we had devoted more time to it before the youngsters jumbled it past recognition. It is an unusually effective medium both for hands and imagination. 
